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By JASON AUSTIN
Homeless people in
New York City are cold, under
clothed, and hungry, so who
cares? The Midnight Run of
Centenary College does.
Students helping the homeless
are what this program is all
about.
Student Kate Larson started up
the program. She first got
involved in a Midnight Run
when she organized in her
senior year at high schooL She
then brought it to Centenary in
the spring of 2000. Ever since
then runs have been going into
the city to help the homeless
almost every month.
So what exactly does the Run
do? It starts with 2 school vans,
one for clothes, and one for
food. The clothes are donated
to the school from local thrift
shops and the school itself.
Most of the clothes are men's
clothing because men make up
the majority of homeless
people. All kinds of clothes
including pants, shirts,
sweatshirts, jackets, undergarments, and socks are loaded
into the clothes van. Also in
this van are blankets, and
suitcases/bags for those
homeless whose bags are
ripping.
The second van is for the food.
The people going on the
midnight run gather in the
lunchroom earlier in the day
and make bagged lunches.
Some of the items in the bags
are sandwiches, fruit, and chips.
Some homeless people like
"choke and slide" sandwiches.
These are simply their nickname for peanut butter and
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Scabies! Oh,
my!
By BURKE LOXLEY
In recent weeks
Centenary College has had a
new visitor to campus by the
name of Sarcoptes Scabei.
However, Sarcoptes
Scabei isn't a former world
leader giving a speech in the
gym. Nor is it the name of
someone's roommate. Sarcoptes
Scabei is better none as scabies
(skay-bees), and his visit hasn't
been a pleasant one.
There have been
several reported cases of
scabies on campus, and a letter
has been sent out to students
informing them of the current
situation.
Scabies is an infestation of microscopic mites in the
skin. It is spread by direct,
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prolonged, skin-to-skin contact
with a person already infected
with scabies. It can also spread
through the sharing of clothing,
towels, and bedding.
Once infected, it may
take four to six weeks for
symptoms to appear. These
symptoms are: pimple-like
irritations, rashes, and of course
intense itching, particularly at
night. During an untreated
infestation, female mites can
live up to a month, while also
laying eggs.
Once symptoms
appear, a person should
immediately see a doctor or the
school nurse for proper treatment; typically, lotions are
prescribed and itching may last
anywhere from two to three
weeks; however, this does not
mean a person is still infected, ·
To safeguard against scabies it
is best to wash all clothes,
towels, and bedding in hot

water and chy drem in a hot
jelly, because its hard to
swallow, then it slides down
your throat. Also in the food
van is chicken noodle soup,
which is handed out in cups to
the homeless. Personal
hygiene products are also kept
in the food van to be distributed. Items like razors,
deodorants, toothbrushes, and
feminine products are highly
needed.
Now that the vans are packed,
the students going on the run
gather in Tilly's and leave
around eight at night, to make
the hour-long trip into the city.
When they get there Kate
Larson leads the vans to areas
where the homeless frequent.
Then one or two people run
around the block and tell all the
homeless people that the
Midnight Run is there, and they
all go to the vans where they
receive the handouts.
The vans jump from place to
place and usually never get
back to school before three or
four in the morning. On the
way back to school, the vans
stop at a shelter and donate the

Plff8\;er food they have so that
it doesn't go bad. The remaining clothes come back to school
because they can go on the next
midnight run.
Anyone is welcome to volunteer for the Run, they just have
to contact Kate at extension
4004. Some people might think
that it is a waste of time
because they won't get anything
out of the experience, but that is
not true. Kevin Parks, a student
at Centenary, said "I like feeling
like I may have made
someone's day a little brighter
by bringing them food and
clothing."
Helping the homeless can be
very rewarding and may help
you find your own place in life
by making you realize how
much you really have. So next
time you hear someone talking
about the Midnight Run, try and
make a difference in someone's
life, and help out. Whether you
go on the run itself, donate
clothes, or help them make the
food, a little effort goes a long
way.

Remember:
Nov. 21 is annual
American Smoke-out
Day.
Do yourself a favor and
quit.

Visionary in wood
transforms campus
By SCOTT MYERS
Whether you have
noticed them with your eyes or
your ass, you cannot ignore
the new benches and chairs that
are springing up all over
campus.
These sturdy, beautiful
works of wood are the creation
of Centenary's own Franko
Grdovic', carpenter
extraordinaire.
Grdovic' who is originally
from Croatia (what was then
Yugoslavia), came to
the United States in 1964 at the
age of 25, to create a better life
for himself and escape Communism, a political ideology he did
not agree with.
Where did he learn
carpentry? Grdovic' said, ""I
am self-taught on everything I
design and make. I never
had a mentor in carving or
building."
He went on to say, "As

a kid, I used to do things with
wood, but I never knew I could
do what I do now. I wish I
would have started younger."
Of his talent for wood
working, Grdovic' said, "I don't
know how I got it, but I got it.
Everything I want to do
involves hands, I see it in my
mind, and I want to build it."
He added, "And when
all the trees are benched and all
the trash cans covered, there
will be more to do; there is
always more to do."
Grdovic' has worked here
at Centenary for nine years. He
has created several works of art,
ranging from whales, dolphins,
and birds that can be
viewed in the library.
"They are easy to
make. For example, you simply
remove every part of the wood
that doesn't look like a dolphin."
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Canines at
your service
e

By CHRISTINA STETTLER
All heads tum as Dax
parades with his family,
greeting each of the guests
exuberantly. He is the focus of
this graduation ceremony,
which has brought not only the
entire family, but a camera crew
as well.
As he makes his rounds
from table to table, each
decorated with a bowl of dog
biscuits as a center piece and
silver and blue helium balloons
weighted down by a stuffed
dog, everyone greets him with
smiles. No one pets him,
however, because the vest he
wears declares him to be a
service dog in-training.
For the last year, Dax, a 2year-old Golden Retriever, has
been in Susan Greenbaum's
Dogs in Service program. She
started the program in 1999
after working in New York City
training dogs in a Pet
Assisted Therapy (PAT)
program for many years. When
she moved to rural
Hunterdon County in New
Jersey, she started her own dog
obedience and agility program,
called Barking Hills Country
Club, in order to support
her volunteer PAT program and
Dogs in Service program.
Barking Hills has
become so successful that she
was able to move many classes
from the original location in
Frenchtown, New Jersey to the
basement level of Lebanon
Plaza in Lebanon, New Jersey.
The graduation for
Dax, along with four PAT teams
was held in this new location,
where the sign on the door
reminds you that Barking Hills
Country Club is "Where every
human must be accompanied by
a dog."
The room is festive and
very dog-friendly, from the
rubber mats on the floor to the
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blue cut-out of a leaping dog on
the wall and small animal crates
for personal belongings.
Obedience reminders
on a yellow painted beam
across the ceiling, admonish:
Sit is a one syllable word;
Practice makes permanent;
Don't complain; train;
and, among others, Don't forget
the Praise and Treats.
As everyone settles down,
dogs in down-stays alongside
their owners, Greenbaum first
calls the PAT graduates, then
she tells how Dax came to be
where he is today.
First, he had to pass the
medical and behavioral screening. Medical screening involves
x-raying hips and elbows for
abnormalities, examining the
eyes, heart, and any additional
breed-specific medical
conditions that may be common. Greenbaum works
closely with Dr. Suzanne
Smith of Spring Mills Veterinary Hospital for medical
examinations of both service
dogs and PAT dogs that visit
hospitals and care homes.
The next step involves
testing the behavior of the dog
and his reaction to a variety of
stimuli. "Out of 10 possible
candidates," Greenbaum
said, "only one will be chosen."
If the dog shows extreme
anxiety, fear, or aggression, that
animal may not be suitable for
the program. The dog needs to
be extremely adaptable and
even-tempered.
Once Dax was accepted,
the months of training and
socializing began. "If it talces a
village to raise a child, it takes a
community to raise a service
dog," said Greenbaum. Training
a service dog is a continual
process, one that involves the
entire community, since a
service dog is trained to assist a
person with a disability both in
public and at hoine. Dogs must
become familiar with places in
the community where they will
be working. They need to be
exposed to a variety of experiences and New Jersey is a

friendly service dog state,
granting the handler of a dog
in-training the same public
access privileges as a person
with a disability.
For a nominal charge, a
suitable dog is trained to
specifically deal with a disability. Many people think of
service dogs as being guide
dogs that assist the blind, but
service dogs also can assist a
person with a mobility disorder,
seizure disorder, as well as
hearing impairments.
Dax, although trained the
same as a service dog, is
considered a helper dog. The
difference between a service
dog and helper dog is the
age of the handler. "The grey
area is dealing with a dog
helping a child for the parent,"
says Greenbaum. The helper
dog does not have the public
access rights of a service dog,
because ofthe handler's age.
Since Dax was to assist
Matt, a six-year-old boy with a
mobility disorder, he needed to
learn to respond to a child. An
able-bodied 10 year-old girl,
Mary, worked with Dax
regularly to develop the skills
he would need to help Matt
with getting up and down
stairs, pulling on or off shoes,
clothes, and more. Greenbaum
said, "By graduation, Dax was
listening better to her than
adults, which made
it much easier for Matt."
Dax has an A- and B-list
vocabulary of commands. The
commands used are based on
the needs of the owner. For
instance, Dax's A-list of
commands includes helping
Matt to walk up or down stairs,
helping Matt to take off his
clothes and shoes, to alert
Matt's mother in the event
of an emergency, and to retrieve
items that he points at using a
laser pointer.
The B-list includes lesserused commands that may
become needed
as Matt's disability progresses
and he relies more heavily on
Dax for assistance and indepen-

dence. His primary vocabulary
of commands, or A-list, consists
of 65 words, and a secondary
vocabulary, orB-list,
consists of about 40 words.
There is continual
modification of training
commands and needs as the
handler's disability may
progress and their needs may
increase.
Matt primarily uses Dax
for brace work and to hike.
Dax will brace when Matt
needs to get up from the
ground, if he has fallen, or to
get out of bed. It also allows
him to get down stairs more
safely; he uses the railing and
braces himself on Dax for
support. He has also been
trained to hike for Matt, pulling
him up any slight incline that he
has trouble with.
The entire family must
become familiar with the rules
of a service dog. In order to
give a command, for example,
Dax' s name must be used first,
to get his attention. It is also
important to avoid using the
word 'no' unless absolutely
necessary. No means no.
Adhering to such rules not only
keeps Matt safe, but also
prevents Dax from being
distracted from his primary job.
He is not simply a family
pet. "Nothing prepared me for
having Dax in the house," said
Matt's mother.
Playtime is important,
especially for service dogs, but
it does not come without its
own set of rules. One of the
major rules for service dogs is
no ball playing because,
Greenbaum said, "Dogs tend to
easily become fixated on them
and there are many out in
public places that would be
distracting." Instead of ballplaying, the dogs are given
a fleece bumper as a reward at
playtime, handmade by
volunteers. "Dax was sent
home with a year's supply," she
added.
As the moment neared
when Dax would be sporting a
new Helper Dog Vest and

trading in his training vest,
Greenbaum first acknowledged
Mary's integral part in the
training process. As Mary
presented Dax to the anxiouslywaiting Matt and his mother,
she smiled proudly, but not
without a few brave tears in her
eyes, the tears of a girl who has
already given so selflessly to
her community.
"It is with great pleasure,"
Greenbaum announced, "that I
introduce to you our new helper
team, Dax and Matt."
Another Extraordinary Team
Many people want to use
their own pets as assistance
dogs. But Greenbaum says,
"There's a reason why out of 10
candidates, only one is
picked." Temperament is a
major factor. There was an
exception to this rule, however.
Thor, a young German shepherd, was brought to
Greenbaum by his owner, who
has a progressive mobility
disorder. Although he was
not a perfect choice, Thor came
extremely close, so Greenbaum
took him on as a training
prospect.
Thor has since become his
owner's link to remaining as
independent as she has. "
"Without Thor, she
would have been in a nursing
home many years ago,"
Greenbaum said. Among his
variety of skills, Thor can put
dishes in the sink, help her to
take off clothes and shoes,
retrieve the telephone, remote,
and other various items. He
was also taught to pick up items
from the floor because they
could cause his owner to falL
Smiling, Greenbaum says his
retrieving ability borderlines
obsessive, although it keeps his
owner safe.
However, all
visitors must be warned that
they cannot leave a purse or bag
on the floor because Thor wm··.
pick it up (he is, after all, only
doing his job!) and there is no
guarantee where you will find
it. "
(Continued on p. 12.)
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The Quill will
publish letters to the
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We will refrain
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Editorial
Bring back my paper! (Please)
The impact of a
newspaper cannot be measured. The images of
September 11 on
the front page of the Star
Ledger are emblazoned in
my memory. That
newspaper was of such
importance to me that I
possess it to this day.
Dramatic events happen
every day around the world.
Some are worthy of the
front page of a major newspaper; (ex: the Russian
hostage crisis) others are
not. However, Centenary
students will never get to
read these headlines and
never get to discuss these
articles of national and
international news
because they lack the
newspaper to do so.
For the past two years

the daily delivery of the Star
Ledger to every dorm
on campus was appreciated
by many students and
unfortunately abused by
others. However, the few
idiotic acts of the few
(throwing newspapers
around) should not affect the
interests and needs of the
many. Several
students, myself includeg,
used the Star Ledger over
the past two years to
gather newsworthy information and current events for
classes and papers that
required them.
Yes, it has had a
tattooed past, but the newspaper, at least in my
opinion, is still the most
trustworthy source of news.
Unlike radio and
television, newspapers are

not as constrained by time of
story. They do a
better job of telling the
public the full story, and give
a full spectrum of
events.
Our campus newspaper,
which you are reading right
now, does the best job it
can to report campus and
local news and events.
However, we could never
cover as many stories around
the world, and close to home
as the Ledger or
any other major news source
does.
Right now, the
students' best sources for
news are the Internet and
television. Yes, these media
do a great job in their own
right, and they
do offer things that a newspaper never could such as

get The Quill back online. A
couple of people asked me why
it was down if I have a separate
web server; the answer is
simple.
I took all the files from
the server down to redesign of
our main page and add new
navigational features and
animations; when my
Powerbook died, all the files
were left on backup, and I was
left without a DVD-RIW to
read them with!
This issue is now
with our previous
along
online
editions, all restored from my

DVD-R backup files .. Keep
checking back at http://
thequill.cc to catch new designs
and articles.
If you have any
suggestions or story ideas,
please email them to Professor
Lev at dlev@centenarycollege
and send any technical questions/concerns to
webmaster@thequill.cc.
We look forward to
hearing from you!

speedy news updates and
live coverage. However, the
Internet is not as reliable as
it might be, so false information can be posted and
usually is. Television can
never spend all the time it
should on a story; and if the
story is not considered
entertaining, then it will not
be covered at all.
I beg the college to
do whatever it takes to bring
the Star Ledger back to
the campus. Perhaps a new,
special Centenary College
deal could be worked
out with the newspaper.
What if the campus were to
sign petitions or show a
greater interest in some
other way in the publication?
Scott Myers, co-editor

Rob Duncan
Paul Jicha

Back Online

Cartoonist:

By ROB DUNCAN

Dianna Gons

Dead Unit.. Foul smell
from unit when booting.
Suggested action: send to depot
for repairs.
That foul smell and
dead unit report all belong to
the Powerbook G4 that I use to
develop the online version of
The Quill. After three days of
repair, my Powerbook is back
in service and equipped with a
freshly installed set of programs
and operating systems.
Mac OS9, Mac OSX
10.2 and FreeBSD actually boot
and run, which means that I can

Photographer:

Faculty advisor:
Prof. Debbie Lev

The Quill is always looking
for students interested in
using the Mac PageMaker
program to place stories in
the campus newspaper.
Write to Box 1066 and give
your name and phone or
address. You can also
freelance as photographers,
cartoonists, reporters, ad
salespeople.

Centenar y Writing Center Tutors Present Papers
In October, five
students and one faculty
member from Centenary
College traveled to Lawrence,
Kansas, to present papers on
how to better serve college
writers in peer-mediated writing
centers. The 19th Annual
National Conference on Peer
Tutoring in Writing was held in
conjunction with the 21st
Annual Midwest Writing
Centers Association and
sponsored by the University of
Kansas.
Led by English
Department faculty member
and Writing Center Director,
Dr. Bryon Grigsby, Rachel
Jeffries-Fox, Jessica Jansyn,
and Jessica Taylor presented a
session entitled "Writing
Through Different Pens."
By doing group
activities designed to create
empathy for learning disabled
(LD) students, Jeffries-Fox
demonstrated how difficult it is
for LD students to finish written
assignments in a given time.
She then detailed how to
recognize certain learning
disabilities, such as dyslexia
and dysgraphia, and how to
handle these disabilities in the
tutorial.
Jansyn followed
Jeffries-Fox by presenting on
how to help ESL students
improve their English and
writing skills. Jansyn's
presentation relied on her
extensive experience working
with Centenary College's ESL
population and demonstrated
numerous techniques to help
ESL students, such as using
electronic translators and
dictionaries and developing
empathy and understanding for
ESL writers.
Jessica Taylor ended
the session with a presentation
on the idea that all academic
writing is a form of secondlanguage acquisition for
college-bound students. Taylor

I

found that few college-bound
students have read academic
papers and, therefore, had little
understanding of the components involved in it. However,
by comparing an academic
paper to a television news show,
Taylor found that her writers
could understand the need to
offer an argument, find experts,
cite sources, and give references.
Following this
presentation, Grigsby also
facilitated students Fran
Applequist and Shannon Clark's
session entitled "Breaking
Down the Misconceptions
about Tutors."
In this session,
Applequist gathered statistic3J
information about the tutorial
preferences writers have when
entering the Center. Applequist
found that students aged 18-25
and students 45 and over prefer
peers to tutor them rather than
tutors of another generation.
However, students between the
ages of 25 and 45 do not have a
preference for the tutor's age.
Clarke followed this
presentation by examining the
numerous roles writing center
tutors occupy in a college
environment. Clarke found that
both faculty and students
attempt to pull writing center
tutors out of their student role
and into the tutor role.
The three-day
conference drew colleges from
all over the country, including
Muhlenberg College, Lafayette
College, Colby College,
University of Notre Dame,
Pennsylvania State University,
and Bucknell University.
"This is a great
opportunity for our students,"
explained Grigsby. "Few
undergraduates get the opportunity to present papers at a
national conference. These
students did a great job and I
was very proud of them. They
showed other colleges and
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Kenneth L. Hoyt was inaugurated as Centenary College's
11th president. In a ceremony
that was kicked off with an
amusing welcome by Board Of
Trustees Chairman Harris F.
Smith, there was no shortage of
kind words, humorous stories,
and of course encouraging
messages of good luck. In fact,
Hackettstown Mayor Roger
Hines declared Friday October

universities how intellectually
and professionally powerful
Centenary students are. The
writing center director from
University of Michigan came
up to me and said, "I heard your
students gave great papers. I'm
really sorry I missed them. Can
I get some contact information
so you can forward them to
me?" At that moment, you
know your students are
awesome.
The students plan to
submit their presentations to
two national journals, The
Writing Lab Newsletter and The
Dangling Modifier for consider-

the

ation. The students are also
planning to present new
research in the field of writing
tutor pedagogy at the 2003
national conference to be held
in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
Centenary College's
Writing Center opened in the
Spring of 2002 and currently
has seven trained tutors who
meet with students either in 50minute face-to-face tutorials or
online. The tutors receive over
30 hours of tutorial training in
an intensive college class. The
Center has completed over 200
tutoring sessions, handling all
levels of writing. Future plans

Kansas
for The Writing Center are to
expand to 30 tutors, to continue
to develop a Writing Associates
Program in which writing tutors
work with specific faculty
members on student writing, to
hold workshops on improving
writing, and to offer outreach
into local high and middle
schools in the Hackettstown
area. The Writing Center can
be reached at (908) 852-1400
ext 2246,
owl@centenarycollege.edu, or
http://
faculty.centenarycollege.edu/
writing/.
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dents, and so countless others.
The day culminated with a
captivating speech by Dr. Hoyt
himself. President Hoyt truly
did "Create from the past" by
quoting books Matthew and
Isaiah from the Bible. Finally,
the president promised to
indeed "Work for the future"
stating "Centenary must build
new facilities and renovate
existing ones."
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Senator's class o ers political reality checks
By KATIE NOVELLO
Senator John H.
Ewing's New Jersey politics
class here is not just a lecture
on New Jersey politics; it is a
chance to meet people who
have been in New Jersey
politics for years.
The name of the class,
"Suburban Politics: New
Jersey," pretty much explains
that the class is about past and
present New Jersey politics.

Ewing hopes that the
class will give the students a
"better understanding of politics
because so few people
understand people in
politics."
Ewing also hopes the
class will give students more of
an "understanding of community service in the political
field."
Senator Ewing,
84, started teaching at Centenary three years ago, after

giving the Gates-Ferry Lecture.
He was a freeholder
for two years, an assemblyman
for 10, and a state senator from
1978 untill998. He has been
retired for three
years.
Ewing is not the only
person who lectures in this class
on Monday nights. There are
guest speakers almost
every week. Some people who
have already spoken in the class
are Guy Gregg, an assembly-

man who has been in the state
legislature for 10 years; Chuck
Haytaian, a lobbyist who ran
for U.S. Senate; and a former
mayor of Hackettstown. Some
people
who may be lecturing in the
future include Bob Clifford, a
former state Supreme Court
Judge; Congresswoman Marge
Roukema; and Lenard Lance, a
On December
State Senator.
16, according to Ewing, a
worker from the Trade Center

will be bringing his dog Rusty,
who Ewing describes as a
"comfort" dog.
"They (the speakers)
give a flavor to the political
arena. These speakers expose
the students to their own area of
political knowledge in their
field," Ewing said. Ewing also
said that the different speakers
keep the students interested;
"There does seem to be a
definite interest, and the
students aren't going to sleep."

Centenary
graduate a
Fall Intern at

By MELISSA MAHAFFEY
Recent Centenary
College graduate Deborah
Holowchuk was selected from a
pool of 120 applicants for a Fall
2002 internship at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts.
The internship is part
of the Center's Vilar Institute
for Arts Management
The Center, located in
Washington, D.C., which
produces and presents dance
and ballet performances, as well
as music including chamber,
jazz, and folk.
A national leader in
arts education, it helps make
President Kennedy's dream of
touching the lives of people
through music come true. It has
co-produced more than 100
new theatrical works over the
past 30years, such as Annie,
Titanic, and The Music Man. Its
Emmy and Peabody Awardwinning television programs
include The Kennedy Center
Honors, broadcast annually on

enator. Ewing, far right, often brings political figures to talk to his class. Here, Trustee Garabad (Chuck) Haytaian, center, wearing
Photo: Karen DeVita
acket, visits.
CBS, and Onstage at the
Kennedy Center: The Kennedy
Center Mark Twain Prize. The
Center has expanded its
education programs to
accommodate the 6 million
people taking part in them each
year. The attitude there is that
arts open doors for young
people, foster creativity, teach
discipline, improve self-esteem,
and challenge students to think
in new ways.
Holowchuk works in
Dance Programming under
Kristen Brogdon, Ballet

Programming Coordinator. In
her first month, Holowchuk
helped prepare for
performances of the Local
Dance Commissioning Project,
which commissioned three local
artists to prepare new works
over a nine-month period and
perform them on the Kennedy
Center's Millennium Stage.
Currently, Holowchuk
is acting as Assistant Company
Manager for the Suzanne
Farrell Ballet, which will hold
performances and workshops at
the Kennedy Center during

October and November.
Holowchuk attended
the Suzanne Farrell Ballet
workshops as a child, training
to be a classical ballerina.
Throughout her childhood and
high school years, she has
acquired 10 years of experience
in ballet. Now, she is
contributing to the Center's
program in a new way, sitting in
on dance rehearsals and
working personally with artists.
Holowchuk received a B.A. in
English with Elementary
Education certification from

Centenary College. She was a
member of Kappa Delta
Epsilon Education Honor
Society and Secretary of Sigma
Tau Delta National English
Honorary. She is the daughter
of Allan and Denise Holowchuk
of Hackettstown and a 1996
graduate of Mount Olive High
School. Upon completion of
her internship, Holowchuk
plans to continue work in the
field of arts management or arts
education
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Gaine review: KingHearts
By MICHAEL J. BOGERT
In the world of gaming

there are many types of games
that we all love to play, but
there is always one type of
game that most informal
garners would call taboo. This
type of game is called the RPG,
Role-Playing Game; this type
By CHRIS McGARRY
consists of the Final
Fantasies, Legend of Mana,
There is quite an
Chrono Trigger and Chrono
uproar with so many new
Cross ,to name only a few.
releases this month. One
In this issue of the
in particular I would like to talk
Quill , I reviewed one of the
about is Good Charlotte's new
newest RPGs, Kingdom
album entitled The Young And
Hearts. The game its selflooks
The Hopeless!
childish because many
For those of you who
of the lead roles are played by
enjoy pop-punk rock and liked
. Disney characters ·and the
.
Good Charlotte's first debut
worlds are also based on Disney
album, this will blow
movies. Yet, as you play the
you away. The band's lead
game you come to find that this
singer Benji writes his songs
game is not geared for younger
based on very personal experichildren, but for the older group
ences while growing up, unlike
who have experience playing
bands like New Found Glory
some of the older RPGs.
and Blink-182 who base their
You play as the main
songs mostly around puppy
character Sora, and he lives on
love and suburban
a tropical dessert island with his
setbacks!
friends Kai1i, Riku, Wakka,
This album shows that
Selphie, and Titus. For you
Good Charlotte can delve into
huge Final Fantasy people,
new musical creativity without
Square did bring many of their
losing a beat or their original
famous FF characters in for
ever-growing loyal
cameos. While on
fanbase. That's right; no matter
this desert island you can spend
who you are and what you say
hours playing many of the. mini
Good Charlotte are definitely
games that are offered here.
here to stay.
These games allow you to
Some other big
become used to the controls. I
releases for the month include
highly suggest you play them
Allister with Last stop Suburfor a bit in order to get used to
bia, a reissue of Less Than
many of the buttons.
Jake's grea:t album Pezcore,
After you are finished
Taproot's new CD Welcome.
playing many of the mini games
Techno/Trance artist Carl Cox
and wandering around the
releases his Live Mix from
island, follow the instructions
Arena 2 and finally metal freaks
your friends give you in order
Mudvayne with a follow-up
to advance the plot of the game.
with their next album entitled
Once you do all this,
As of Now, as a wicked followlittle black shadow type bugs
up to
will attack you. This is your
their savage album L.D. 50!
first encounter with the heartless. The heartless
are creatures summoned by the

great evil powers of the game to
capture the seven princes. The
Evil powers of the game are:
Maleficent (Sleeping Beauty),
Captain Hook (Peter Pan),
Oogie Boogie (Nightmare
Before Christmas), Ursula
(Little Mermaid), Jafar
(Aladdin), and Clayton
(Tarzan).
These six are trying to
obtain the power of the universe; now, King Mickey has
sent his trusted advisors Goofy
and Donald to go out and find
the master of the Key Blade.
The Key Blade is Sora's
weapon and what is used to
close the key holes that

allow the heartless to enter the
different worlds.
Once Donald and
Goofy find you, they become
your partners throughout the
game. Now once you come to
different worlds, you will have
the option of switching out one
of the two for the character of
that world, such as when you go
to the Jungle planet--you can
use Tarzan.
The object of the game
is to defeat the heartless, protect
more worlds from being
destroyed by them and to find
King Mickey.
The game is a lot of
fun, and having the Disney
characters running around only
makes the game that much
more fun to play.
For those of you who
have played many of the Square
games before, the fighting style

in this game is very different.
Unlike their other
games which was tum-based,
the fighting style in this one is
in real time.
Kingdom Hearts is a
great game if you are into
RPGs; if you are not, this game
will not offer you much
more than a headache. The
graphics are up to par with the
rest of Square's works and will
be much enjoyed by its players.
Replay value is very
much minimal. Square did not
program in any twists or any
real options that will affect the
outcome of the game. I would
recommend renting the game,
instead of buying it.
The game gets a rating
of 9 out of a possible 10. Go out
and play Kingdom Hearts; you
will not be disappointed; trust
me! Game on, my friends.
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Film ReviewThe Ring

By SCOTT MYERS

ByAMANDASACCO
The scariest movie to
come out in years is The Ring.
Not only is it loud and
its music and noises scary, but
also throughout the film,
disturbing images
and flash-editing leave the
viewer disturbed. Right from
the start, the film is scary.
A girl and her friends
die one week after watching an
unmarked videotape. The minimovie on the deadly tape is
very eerie and most of the
people around me in the theatre
didn't even make it through the
two minutes of tape without
covering their eyes.
After the girl's death,
her aunt investigates the
mystery surrounding her niece's
death and the tape. Her
investigation leads her to a
story of the suicide of a
successful woman and the
murder of her creepy little
daughter.
And just when you
think the movie's over, there are
about 15 minutes more that
will really creep you out and
leave you sleeping with the
lights on, or at least feeling
weird every time you put a tape
in the VCR.

Happy
Thanksgiving
from
your
Quill
staff

Skeptics discredit the legend
of her ghost haunting the
college grounds as false and
ridiculous. However, for the
month of October the
paranormal ruled Centenary's
stage.
The Tillie Project, a
production based on the
life, times, and murder of
Matilda "Tillie" Smith, and the
trial of James Titus, the man
falsely accused of the crime,
played throughout the month.
Written by playwright
Jeanne Murray Walker, of
Inventing Montana fame, The
Tillie Project does an excellent
job of conveying the mind set
and attitude of 19th century
Hackettstown, a small town

'

where rumors and accusations
were concrete evidence.
The hysteria caused by
the violent rape and murder of
Matilda Smith in 1899
captured the attention of
Hackettstown then and does so
again over a hundred
years later. The play shifts back
and forth from the time Tillie
Smith was alive and working in
the college kitchen, to the time
of James Titus' incarceration
and trial, to 1950's
Hackettstown, where a young
professor is investigating the
Tillie Smith murder case as a
dissertation.
Christopher Kromer (James
Titus) conveys a myriad of
emotions to the audience and
does so with great success.
Anger, frustration, resentment,
love, all could be beyond belief,

'

yet they feel real.
Victoria Mack, (Matilda
"Tillie" Smith) creates a
radiant, joyous character whose
world of opportunities was just
beginning, before her
untimely demise. Energetic,
youthful, and beautiful, Mack's
virgin performance on the
Centenary Stage was captivating.
Diana Ann Comolli
(Margaret, the young professor)
launches her passion
to discover the truth about the
murder case. At the beginning
of the production her character
comes off as shy and nervous,
yet by the end, she is a strong
willed historian whose dissertation and eventual novel about
the Smith murder case are great
accomplishments.

However, thanks to incredible lighting, music, and story
line, this reviewer found the
most captivating character to be
the one with the least
amount of lines; in fact she had
none at all. Clair
Montgomery's (Tillie's
ghost) stage presence, with her
slow, creeping walk and white
draping gown (gives off the
impression of purity, virginity
and almost looks matrimonial)
is absolutely, well, haunting.
Not just the first, or even the
first couple of glimpses, but
every time the ghost of "Tillie"
Smith appeared, I had chills
down my spine. This effect
alone and the great performances from all the cast, shows
the real connection this production makes with its audience.
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The little
movie that
could:
MBFGW
By ALYCE ZABAWA

My Big Fat Greek
Wedding, the summer sleeper
for the year 2002, was made for
only $5 million, but it has
grossed more money than the
writer and star of the movie
ever expected: over $150
million.
The writer of
the movie thought it would be
in the theaters for only about a
month; it has been showing
since April.
The movie is about a
thirty -something Canadian/
Greek woman named Toula
Portokalos. She starts out in the
movie being a very quiet,
humble middle child who wants
to make her life better. She
attended classes at the local
college and gave herself a
makeover. After persuading her
father with help from her aunt
and mother, she went to work at
her family's travel agency
where she meets Ian Miller
played by John Corbett (from
Sex and the City.) Eventually,
they fall in love, he asks her to
marry him, she accepts, and her
family has a conniption,
because he's not Greek.
Her father tries to set
her up with "a nice Greek man"
but none of them are Ian. Her
family eventually accepts Ian,
and the wedding festivities
begin, after he's baptized Greek
Orthodox. The family menaces
through all the wedding
preparations from the bridesmaid dresses to the wedding
invitations.
My Big Fat Greek
Wedding started as a play,
because Nia Vardalos's agent
said, "You're not pretty enough
to be a leading lady, you're to
fat enough
to be character actor - you're

page 10
Greek, and there's nothing I can
do for you."
To redeem herself, she
said, "I decided if I was going
to be the Greek girl in town,
then I would be the Greek girl
in town."
One night while she
performed her play, Rita Wilson
(Sleepless in Seattle) and her
mother came and saw her
performance. Wilson, who
grew up a Greek family, loved
the show and related to the play.
Like Vardalos, Wilson went to
Greek school instead of
Brownies. After the play Wilson
and her mother visited
Vardalos. Wilson told her that
she should make her play into a
movie, and Vardalos had just
finished her screenplay.
Wilson sent her
husband, Tom Hanks, to see the
play. Hanks later sent Vardalos
a note thanking her for the
memories of his big fat Greek
wedding to his wife. Two
months later, Playtone, a
production company that is run
by Tom Hanks and Gary
Goetzman, proposed the movie
to shoot My Big Fat Greek
Wedding Vardalos would star,
and Wilson became one of the
producers of the movie.
Vardalos would also include her
family in her movie: her
mother, father and sisters are all
in the movie ,and she manages
to name all of her 27 first
cousins. Vardalos ' husband Ian
Gomez, from Felicity, is
also in the movie, playing the
best friend of the groom.
The movie started in
23 theaters on 103 screens. The
test audiences were Greek
festivals and churches. Now it
is nationwide playing in major
movie theaters. A Chinese
woman walked up to Vardalos
and told her that her family was
the same way. Anyone can
relate to My Big Fat Greek
Wedding; it's a movie that talks
about family.
(Sources: Maclean's 85-02, Patricia Hiuchy's " Big,
Fat Breakthrough" and
Advertising Age, 9/30/2002,
Wayne Friedman's " 'Wedding'
gets big fat reception." )
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Women's
fall sports
By UNAYA BARRETT

Volleyball
The Lady Cyclones'
volleyball team doesn't have
many new faces but it does
have a new attitude.
Second year coach
Kathy Fink, is looking at this
season from a new
perspective. After joining a
volleyball league, Fink says
she has a new understanding of
the game, having the control
she needs to win. The Lady
Cyclones roster consists of
seven upperclassmen and four
underclassmen, which is a
definite positive because of
experience:
Angela Bongiovi!FR/South
River
Jennifer Bubnick/JR/Denville
Chrystie Cassino/SR/
Rockaway
Iris Correa!SR/Perth Amboy
Fleuis Gonzalez/SO/
Weehawken
Nikola Henner/JR/Cobham,
England
Shannon Jonas/SR/South River
Kim Kingsbury/JR/
Weehawken
Tara Murphy!FR!Hiawatha
Nadia Reinosa!FR/Patterson
Jamie Tarnacki/SR!Egg
Harbor.
There are three senior
captains that Fink simply calls
the eyes in the back
of her head: J arnie Tarnacki,
Shannon Jonas, and Chrystie
Cassino.
The key
players so far have been
Nikola Henner, leading the
team in kills with 130, as well
as digs, with 283.
J arnie Tarnacki is the
leader in assists with 324, and
Iris Correa is on top with 86
blocks.
The addition of key
players has only broadened the

entire team's ability, and helped
this team form a
bond that can't be broken.
The women's volleyball team is now 5-15, and 2-5
in the conference. The team is
looking to win the WIAC
Tournament on Nov. 3rd at
SUNY Farmingdale.
Softball and Cross Country
The softball team
began practicing on Sept. 16 for
the fall ball season.
All though their
schedule only consists of two
games, they have approached
the season with full force.
Their first match-up was
against Sussex County College,
where they played 14 innings
straight, and came out
on top. Their next game was
scheduled for Oct. 13th, but it
was announced TBA, so look
for signs around campus, and
go out to support the team.
Although the fall ball season is
coming to a close, the Lady
Cyclones are
anxious to start their 2003
spring season.
Cross County
The Cross Country
team is having a great season
under Coach Doug Fink. The
runners' times are getting better
and better each meet. Some of
the runners have placed in the
top 10 in some of their most
competitive contest. Help
support the team as they
compete for the WIAC and
Skyline Championships.
Soccer
The women's soccer
team has prepared for this fall
season like no other. Four-year
coach Kevin Davies has the
same energetic love for the
game, but this year it's
spreading all over his team.
Although the team is very
young, new players had no
problem adjusting to Davies'
coaching style and expectations.
He wants the team to
have 10-12 wins this season,
and he believes they have
the talent to do so. Davies

understands that the only way
to have a winning season is for
the women to play together
from beginning to end. When
the team takes the field they
have a different attack method,
depending on their
opponents.
Like any other team,
there are certain players that
have certain roles, but each
player knows when to step up
and perform. What makes this
team different from teams in the
past? He simply said, "Talent;
this is the first time that I have
year-round players, and six of
my freshman are starters." The
roster consists of:
Michele Barone/FRNernon
Danielle Bonas/JR/Rutherford

Tracy Bowles/SO/W.Keansburg
Brenna Bradley/FR/Colonia
Michelle Burke/JR/Rochelle
Park
Silvana Espinosa!SO/West
Orange
Phyllis Frantantoni/FR/
Bellview
Christy Golden/FR/Clifton
Jenn Hughes/SR!Hopatcong
Amanda Lear/SR/Blairstown
Tyisha Martinez/SR!Kearny
Krystal McCullen!FR/South
Plainfield
Brie Nepil!FR/Stockholm
Lauren Ryan/JR/Rutherford
Jess Sikora!FR/Ogdensburg
Nicole Smith/FR/Allentown,PA
Dana Tobia!SO/West Orange
The team captains are
Espinosa, Hughes, and

Martinez.
Espinosa said recently, "Since we have such a
young team we can only have
great expectations for the
future, and I can only think
we're going to finish this year's
season with a winning record as
well."
The team has just
come through an exciting
victory over William Paterson
with 1-0 in overtime with 25
seconds left in the game. They
also defeated SUNY
Farmingdale 9-0, which helps
their chances for the ECAC
tournament. The Lady Cyclones are now 9-6-1, and 4-1
in their conference.
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Men's fall
sports
By BISHOP WOOLFORD
Golf
The golf team
completed its fall preseason this
October with Jason Pulsinelli
and Brad Leib participating in
the 2002 ECAC qualifier.
Pulsinelli shot very
well in the tournament, tying
for the lowest individual score
with two other players shooting
at 79. Usuall;ythe golfers
shoot to break the tie, but due to
darkness, this tiebreaker was
decided on a match of cards
that Pulsinelli eventually lost..
Match of cards is a
system that compares the scores
from the most difficult hole to
the easiest hole. Pulsinelli had
a score on the most difficult
hole that eliminated one of his
competitors; he tied on the next
hole and was eliminated on the
third most difficult hole, giving
him a second place ranking for
the ECAC Tournament.
The golf team also
competed for the first time in
the Skyline Conference
Tournament. Eric Nelson shot a
team low of 87. This
tournament gave the team good
exposure and helped prepare
them for the spring season.
Men's Lacrosse
One of the
Homecoming events was the
alumni game that the current
team won. That was a great
event ,but the first ever
tournament, was a success.
Centenary College
hosted Montclair State
University, Kean University,
Army Prep, Richard
Stockton College, and DeS ales
University at the Centenary
shootout. Centenary's flrst
game was against Kean
University, and it was a tough
one, with the team playing 50
minutes on defense. They

could not hold the ball and keep
it on the offensive
side.
Another thing that hurt
Centenary was penalties. This
team took advantage of the time
they were on offense.
Montclair State was a
good game, because both
coaching staffs noticed that they
have many sldlled recruits that
could make immediate impact
this season. This shoot out
displayed the defensive
firepower. The defense played
very well and until the
mid field gets stronger, this is
the strongest point of the lacrosse team. Coach David
Carty said felt that the
team "was horrible. We did not

Service Dog
(Continued from p. 2)
If [his owner] is not around, l:)_e
will default to whatever he was
first taught," Greenbaum said,
which could have been putting
an object in the trash, sink, bin,
or closet.
"Petting a service dog in a
public place not only distracts
the dog from his duty, but also
poses a risk of injury to the
owner because the dog is not
focused on his duty," said
Greenbaum.
By law, the service
dog does not have to wear an
identifying tag or vest, but the
vest may contain a 'no petting'
badge that is meant to discourage the well-meaning public
from petting a working dog.
The service dog can be
any breed of dog, Golden
Retriever, German shepherd,
Labrador Retriever and even
smaller breeds as well.
Just how much public
access a service dog is allowed
raises many questions. "The
person with a disability has a
lot of rights," said Greenbaum,
""including the use of an
adaptive device, whether it be a
wheelchair, crutches, or a
trained service dog." The
only place where service dogs
are not allowed is where they
fundamentally disrupt a
business. The only examples

play like a team and were out of
sync all day; basically, we did
not play our game."
Ryan Seickel had a
great day in the goal, and Carty
states, "He is a real standout."
Overall, coach Carty
was pleased with the
competition of the tournament,
and the experience that it gave
the team.
Team member Mike
Roganding did a good job
during the tournament. Rogers
said. "The team will go as far as
Coach Boyle guides us. If the
respect level rises on the
team as a whole, we will be
successful, but this respect
rising must start with the head
coach."

Baseball
The baseball team had
a great Open House game. The
food was good and the games
were great. This fall team
played very well against the
opposition. They beat Jersey
City University in two games.
The first game was 13-2 and the
second, 4-1. During the 4-1
game freshman Rocky Ruiz hit
a three-run homerun to seal the
game and put Centenary up
4-1. Centenary played Sussex
County and split the wins in a
pitching battle.. The first game,
Centenary won 1-0 and lost the
second game 2-0. Joe Hyer hit
a solo homerun in extra innings
to win the game 1-0.

Well the soccer season
is over. This was a tough year,
but the team had the
opportunity to play together and
prepare for next
season. They played hard in
almost every game, but came
up short in the end. The team
really improved towards the
end of the year. They played
good programs and only lost by
a goal or two. Although this
season was rough, next season
will be better. The players will
be used to playing together, and
along with new talent being
recruited the future is
bright.

that immediately came to mind
were zoos and operating
rooms.
~, Often business owners
offer a valid reason for objecting to dogs: bark. "Barking is
a no-no, though," Greenbaum
said. "But
because dogs DO bark does not
mean THIS dog barks." When
visiting various businesses and
public places with a dog,
Greenbaum always carries an
arsenal of literature which will
help to inform the business
owner and public of the laws
pertaining to a person with a
disability, as well as a service
dog.
"It is important to note that
service dogs are needed
because you can adapt your
home, but you cannot adapt the
world for a disability,"
Greenbaum said. On a financiallevel, the independence
provided by a service dog may
keep a person out of a nursing
home or assisted living for a
year or more, which saves
money not only for the
family, but the state as well.
Given time, Greenbaum
believes the insurance companies will catch on and begin to
investigate the benefits of
service dogs.
Along with increased
interest from insurance companies, more and
more service animal schools

would begin to appear everywhere. "
Although there are
organizations that help to
regulate many programs,"
Greenbaum said, "anyone can
claim to have trained and sell
service dogs." On the
pro side, allowing anyone to
train a service dog does not
penalize those with limited
incomes, but again, abuse
among providers is high.
Many people are willing and
prepared to pay the $3,000 or
more for a service animal, but
1et the buyer beware that there
are unscrupulous business
people claiming to sell or train
dogs that are fraudulent.
Greenbaum's program,
Dogs in Service, is affiliated

with a nationally recognized
organization and trains dogs to
assist a person with a disability
for a modest amount. "If it
comes down to a $30,000
wheelchair or the dog, I want to
make sure there's no sacrifice,"
Greenbaum said. "Paying for a
trained dog is a small sacrifice
to prove that you can support
the upkeep of a service dog.
After all, the veterinarian is not
going to provide his/her service
for free."
With his young master at
his side, Dax embarks on a
journey with his new family
and job. Smiling proudly,
Greenbaum notes that he is
ready, and not once does he
look back.

Soccer

Happy Thanksgiving
to all!

